[Assessment of fetus' hypoxia treatment with actovegin].
The condition of fetus dramatically impairs in the case of pregnancy pathologies, when uterine-placental blood circulation impairment reveals, as it happens during placental presentation followed by bleeding, chronic anemia, heart and lung diseases of mother and pneumonia. Fetus' hypoxia develops when blood circulation in the vessels of cord is impaired, placental blood circulation disorders reveal. Preventive measures of fetus intra-natal hypoxia lay in elimination of obstetric and extra-genital causes. For the treatment of fetus hypoxia the solution Actovegin 4.0+5% glucose 400.0+vitamin "C" 4.0 in dosage of 15-20 drops per minute was applied. Out of 36 pregnant patients treatment was effective in 24 cases. In 12 cases a Caesarean section was performed. In cases of fetus hypoxia Actovegin allows to transfer metabolic processes in the form of anaerobic glycolysis, thus protecting vital centers from oxygen deprivation.